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Policies, Administration, and Management
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The mobile platform is one of the fastest growing witnessed in the last 10 years. Media
pundits point to compelling statistics: Half of all Internet searches originate from a mobile
device (Kessler, 2011), and worldwide ownership of mobile devices is believed to now
exceed ownership of toothbrushes (Garg, 2010). One in three smartphone users shopped
on their device in September 2011, making their purchase while located in the physical
retail location (Radwanick, 2011), and Morgan Stanley predicts mobile computing will
outdistance desktop computing as the preferred method of access to the Internet in a
few years (Meeker et al., 2009). These benchmarks refer chiefly to smartphone adoption;
mobile media usage statistics will be driven even higher by tablets and e-readers with
3G and 4G compatibility. Factor in unlimited data plans and consider the extent to which
mobile communication permeates our lives, our classrooms, and workplaces.
With adoption of mobile technology becoming ubiquitous, education at all levels is
impacted. Students accommodate to 24/7 access to information and each other, and
walk into the classroom with an unintentional expectation of the same. This points to
an important transition for learning and teaching, particularly in higher education. With
a device-development trajectory heading toward smaller, more affordable, and more
portable, students are building a proficiency that can be leveraged in the classroom. They
bring into the classroom a device with functionality that is nearly equal to desktops and
laptops. Device ownership is the social norm. Their ease with tapping, pinching, and
swiping across the Internet is a skill in a realm most campuses are not yet prepared to
cohabit. Mobile devices assimilate easily into students’ social lives, granting instant
access to information, and anytime–anywhere communication, and yet institutional
components have deterred a matching evolutionary process in higher education.
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THE ACCIDENTAL MOBILE INSTITUTION
To some extent, every college campus is embracing, or oblivious to, the undercurrent
of a mobile initiative. A laptop or tablet program is not required to impact a campus or
university; its stakeholders bring their own devices, making every institution a mobile
371
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one, in absentia. With each new semester, hundreds of newly purchased devices enter
our classrooms and networks. Demand on IT services for wireless (or Wi-Fi) access, to
both Internet and academic resources, increases. Students text and search by tap faster
on a non-QWERTY keypad than some faculty can find a website. Integrating a student
preference for mobile communication impacts multiple aspects of the institution, its
faculty, and support services.
This chapter describes how one institution implemented a strategic initiative among
its students, faculty, and administrators by rolling out an enterprise deployment of 12,000
tablet devices. We begin by placing into context the driving economic forces, inspiration,
and challenges of preparing a strategy and plan for deployment. We discuss outcomes
attained in the cultural context of a multi-campus university during a 2-year initiative
to drive enrollment. After describing plans for deployment and outcomes achieved, we
conclude with suggestions for other institutions as they become accidentally mobile.

PREPARING FOR THE ALREADY THERE
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In the aftermath of the one of the toughest recessionary periods since the Great
Depression, universities are plagued by low enrollment, rising instructional costs, and,
oftentimes, a lack of futuristic vision. As a privately funded, tuition-driven institution,
we felt the sting of inflation, our national deficit, and unemployment. Looking internally,
we also saw a great deal of slowed resources in the areas of admissions and in registration.
The student lifecycle requires a great deal of administrative commerce: documentation
for registration, payment-plan adherence, vaccination compliance, FAFSA filings, etc.
Fulfilling these requirements complicates the higher-education landscape, often creating
roadblocks and bureaucratic mazes students find frustrating. Internal and external
factors set a challenging context.
With a focus on business-process improvement, attention turned to how to mobilize
student fascination with mobile technology and break out of the mold of desktop
computing. In a cost-cutting climate, most institutions of higher education are forced to
cut spending on technology, at a time of device profusion. Administrative leadership calls
for easy and efficient solutions. IT staff strive to systemize both people and process, while
technology users persist in wanting customized solutions. Faculty technology adoption
ranges wildly from categories of those who refuse to e-mail to boundary-pushing
astrophysicists and programmers. There are still others who struggle with uploading
content to their course-management system. Some may question the value of technology
in their curricula, full stop. Meanwhile, nearly every student is already “there,” with a
smartphone and Facebook account. He’s in constant contact with others, developing
a social network; she’s playing an asynchronous game, geocoding locations with friends.
Students entering post-secondary education today are ready for an experience that is
relevant in a world where individuals may interact across space and time.
Charged with the task of attracting new students and increasing retention of our
existing enrollment, we clearly required an investment in technology, and the choice
had to be something tangible to the students. Informal focus sessions with students
suggested that individual devices would likely provide a means for drawing positive
attention. We considered netbooks and laptops. Even though powered with additional
RAM, everything appeared as late chapters out of the same old computing book. The
iPad, together with its symbiotic relationship to cloud computing, was appealing from
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a number of standpoints. With the increasing and oftentimes crippling costs associated
with academic software and computer maintenance, we had already been exploring
cloud-based application sharing as a replacement for computing labs. With this planning,
we viewed academic computing with new eyes and were thus ready to embrace a postdesktop model, one compatible with the lifestyle of a millennial student.
We argued that to maintain institutional competitiveness, institutional evolution
requires moving beyond static computing assets and capabilities. Students require a
learning environment that is relevant to their social lives. Capitalizing on the coincidence
of the release of Apple’s swipe technology on a larger display, the iPad, the strategy was
presented to decision-makers.
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Socializing a Good Idea
One of Bill Gates’ smartest ideas in the late 1980s was the inclusion of games such as
Solitaire, Minesweeper, and FreeCell into the Windows operating system. These fun and
low-stakes activities taught everyone, incognito, eye-to-hand coordination with a mouse.
Providing an enjoyable means for play helped generations of computer users learn to
use the mouse and computer-keyboard commands, thereby growing their digital literacy.
Convincing institutional decision-makers to agree to a multi-million-dollar investment
in what was, at the time, a somewhat faddish speculation required a similar strategy for
consensus. Articulating the benefits of mobile computing, through the experience of the
new iPad device, to digital immigrants required arguing a variety of business-case
perspectives.
To the chief financial officer, whose main concern is a return on investment, the case
was made that hand-helds can reduce expenses. With essentially no moving mechanical
parts, maintenance is minimal; staff and software costs are reduced by leveraging the
manufacturer’s service commitment. Distribution that is based on cleared bills and
compliance requirements fulfilled provides an incentive to students to manage payment
and documentation prerequisites. Arguing iPads are essentially self-maintaining,
individually owned, and protected through a third-party warranty policy, it became clear
the risk of exposure was mitigated. The device may even be found when lost. By
transferring ownership from the institution to the student, recipients of the devices benefit
from a sense of ownership that does not require a great deal of IT support. Essentially,
these devices free their owners from having to rely on the geeks, while opening venues
to information, communication, and entertainment.
To the chief marketing officer, a case was made to position the university as a
technologically savvy institution, not so much so as rivaling our peers, but more so in
the minds of potential students. Those peer institutions thought we were foolish to invest
in the somewhat expensive device on such a grand scale. Many have since followed our
lead. However, when viewed in light of the large amounts of financial aid and tuition
assistance students now incur, spending $500 per potential student was easier to digest.
If the offer of a device might attract an additional 100 students, retaining those students
brings millions of tuition dollars to the institution. Marketing our institution with direct
association to an exciting new device type added social prestige to individuals in the
early majority of innovation adopters (Rogers, 2003), garnered media attention, and
stimulated a marketing focus for incentivized enrollment. Institutional positioning may
be positively affected by the reinforcement of university branding when associated with
an exciting new technology.
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For the chief academic officer, a case was made to connect the technology to learning
and teaching. Tying mobile computing to an already-established institutional direction
toward blended and online learning was a simple argument to make. The breadth and
depth of educationally related apps available are astounding. The more difficult argument
was emphasizing how the mobile device contributes to a progressive learning
environment. After all, the device appears as the typical “black box,” with no moving
parts and a mysterious Wi-Fi-enabled way for transferring content and communication.
How might content be created and collaboration encouraged, rather than merely
extending isolated Web surfing? Although laptop initiatives provide obvious functionality, it is the almighty app on a device with swipe technology that makes a significant
difference.
For individual decision-makers, idiosyncratic solutions were employed to introduce
each to this new tablet. For some, we purchased devices with keyboards for replicating
the desktop experience. For others, iPads were pre-installed with educationally related
apps. To endorse the kind of risky investment the initiative presented, each decisionmaker needed a sound business rationale and a positive hands-on experience. Making
the case for institutional adoption was in effect driven by personal adoption. To forge
connections in understanding, each individual had to experience how the device would
inspire and excite.
From the CIO perspective, an approaching end to traditional lab-based computing
environments was recognized. Student labs, although still necessary, are a barely
sustainable resource. Steadily increasing software costs, hardware updates, and antivirus
protocols and procedures dominate IT spending. A 1:1 device-to-student initiative was
logical; providing students with unfettered access and device ownership was a nobrainer. Tablets such as the iPad are a fractional expense when compared with laptops
at almost double the price. A key consideration for those who would endorse the
investment was recognizing the tablet was not yet meant to fully replace a desktop or
laptop, but rather accentuate it by providing mobile access to Web- and cloud-based
institutional resources. Understanding the cloud concept and looking at the broad
landscape of mobility and technology development was a required vantage from which
to make the business case.

1s

The Long Island University iPad Initiative
Long Island is a fish-shaped mass of land extending eastward from New York City. Its
namesake university, LIU, is comprised of two major campuses, one urban and one
suburban, plus four regional locations throughout the greater New York area. With a
combined enrollment of nearly 30,000 full-time and part-time undergraduate and
graduate students and a low endowment, it was hard hit by the 2008 bank failures and
subprime-lending crises. As a tuition-dependent institution, LIU suffered when parents
were laid off or could no longer secure a second mortgage or home-equity loan. In the
confluence of these economic conditions and faced with rising costs of maintaining
the traditional computer laboratory model, LIU began its mobile journey.
As an enrollment incentive for the 2010–2011 academic year, newly enrolled freshmen,
once their eligibility criteria were satisfied, received a free iPad. Criteria for eligibility
required newly registered, full-time undergraduates to have made satisfactory payment
arrangements and to have their vaccination records and admissions documentation all
squared away. With the media launch announcing LIU’s iPad initiative, continuing
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students galvanized and submitted to their respective provosts letters of petition; the
administration relented and offered continuing full-time students in good academic
standing the device at a half-price cost of $250, which was leveraged into the institution’s
billing cycle. This method of payment provided the means to students to include this
cost within their tuition repayment plans. More than 6,000 devices were distributed over
the course of the first academic year.
The following year, 2011–2012, the initiative was expanded to include newly enrolled
graduate students and full-time as well as part-time undergraduate students. Both
cohorts were offered the device at the reduced rate of $250, so long as the basic criteria
for eligibility could be met. As with the previous year, students paying the reduced rate
were able to add this cost into their tuition repayment plan. Student technology fees
were increased to accommodate some of the additional budgeting resources.
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Strategizing Deployment
From an institutional perspective, we knew from the start our departments responsible
for student support and technology could be overwhelmed with questions about
eligibility. We also knew our distribution channels could easily be swamped with long
lines and ensuing chaos—at the moment of distribution and over time—in technical
support. And a third challenge presented with Apple’s mandate of serial-number
registration with the iTunes store. If we followed this protocol and supported each student
with each device set up, our deployment channels would have been essentially paralyzed.
Instead, we leveraged our student-services system, MyLIU. Professional staff trained in
early iOS development (Apple’s proprietary operating system) created a software and
procedural framework for installing a configuration utility and capturing the profile data,
working within the iTunes application. We detail its description and functionality next.

The MyLIU App
At the outset of the initial communications, students were invited to log into a student
information portal to access a checklist for tracking and passing the eligibility criteria.
With each checklist item completed, students were able to measure their progress (see
Figure 32.1). Once the checklist was satisfactorily completed, students then accessed an
online scheduling system directing them to available appointments, based on their
campus location. Students then selected their own appointment time, which was based
on six deployments per half hour, during regular business hours, for the fall semesters.
At the appointed time of device distribution and upon the student presenting his/her
campus ID, staff members rechecked each student’s eligibility checklist, installed the
MyLIU app, and configured the student’s LIU e-mail account on the device. Students
then were asked to sign a digital agreement indicating their understanding that the device
was now their own property, for which the warranty agreement exists between Apple
and the student recipient (see Figure 32.2.). The agreement also addressed the concern
for students’ awareness that any iTunes charges incurred by using the device were their
sole responsibility.
To address institutional concerns about handling the tidal wave of questions regarding
eligibility, avoiding the frustration of waiting in long lines, and to be able to account to
our internal auditors as to whom these devices were distributed, the MyLIU app was
created. While enabling the deployment directives as detailed above, it also includes a
device interface linking to current events, weather, time, and the course-management
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Figure 32.1 The eligibility checklist. When all items were completed, students were then able to access an online
scheduling system
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tp

system and other academic-related resources. The app enables students to register for
classes online and check their bursar balances and class schedules. Important to the
deployment process, the app includes a configuration utility that automatically extracts
the serial number and device MAC address for audit control. The repository of serial
numbers, MAC addresses, names, dates, and times of deployment became invaluable
for resolving a number of complaints and challenges that surfaced and satisfied auditor
expectations for accountability. These data will also allow us to analyze retention patterns
in the coming years and to consider trends in enrollment, student life participation, and
other correlates to technology adoption.

LAUNCHING A DEPLOYMENT

A successful deployment is multifaceted. How does an institution prepare for thousands
of additional devices going online? Are helpdesks structured to react and respond to
user feedback in a timely fashion? Who handles requests for students whose eligibility
is not as clear cut as the system requires? Considerations such as these, left unresolved,
can make or break a deployment.
Preparing the infrastructure is an ongoing activity for any enterprise, and a
requirement for a bricks-and-mortar institution. For ours, the previous decade of capital
wireless investments helped to mitigate the requirement of a large lump sum expense
in fortifying a wireless network. With the annual infusion of capital, our expansion of
wireless access points continued. In preparing to manage the expected two or three times
the number of mobile devices on the network, authentication management for Wi-Fi
access was unified. Previously, it had been decentralized. Density of the wireless-network
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Figure 32.2 The online agreement. Students provided their e-signature in agreement with accepting full ownership of the
device, which transferred a support relationship to the student and to the manufacturer

grid had to be increased, with the prioritization of classroom and instructional spaces
over faculty offices and common areas. Internet protocol (IP) address assignments were
limited to two per account, but the time limit per lease was an illusive matter to pin
down.
Aspects of a centralized IT structure aided the process. Working closely with the IT
helpdesk team once the deployment process started, IP address lease limits were
monitored and adjusted accordingly. Ultimately, we opted for shorter lease periods and
continue to maintain a healthy balance of access to all end users. The scaled deployment
of devices, with appointments staggered to introduce a limited number of new devices
per campus, per day, also aided in balancing the upward increase in demand on the
wireless infrastructure.
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The Me Toos
Through the months leading up to deployment and to the present, IT has been inundated
with requests from all manner of individuals advocating their own eligibility criteria.
377
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Staff assumed IT was selling half-priced tablets, non-qualifying students and their parents
sought to convince theirs was an exceptional case, and everyone else with a shred of
institutional connection lobbied to get theirs as well. Any entity embarking on a giveaway initiative will encounter the somewhat unpleasant task of explaining and defending
eligibility guidelines; it is the responsibility of the deployment system to maintain staunch
rules. With budget constraints, it is impossible to please all stakeholders. We established
a protocol through campus administration, unconnected to IT, to field and deliberate
on these requests that fell outside the purview of qualifying criteria.

s

ASSESSING OUTCOMES

of

Within weeks of the deployment, technology blogs cited the initiative (Jordan, 2010;
Lai, 2010), noting LIU as the largest private distributor of the iPad, exceeding schools
and enterprises worldwide. Almost 2 years later, LIU is still one of the largest distributors,
standing on par with larger colleges and for-profit enterprises (Lai & Siegl, 2011). This
can be viewed as a staggering achievement, given the sluggish adoption of mobile
strategies among companies today (Greengard, 2011; Lai, 2011) in a static economy.
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Hidden Costs
Unintended expenses have been surprisingly limited. The first year of deployment, we
included neoprene zipper bags to protect devices and to attach institutional branding.
By the second year of deployment, snap-on Lucite cases were provided as a less expensive
alternative. Despite concerns for protecting the devices, there was little evidence of
carelessness and abuse among student ownership. Even reports of theft were minimal.
Unlike device deployments made in the K–12 environments, it is heartening to note that
undergrads appear to manage ownership with fewer mishaps.
Much more overwhelming, but not entirely unexpected, has been the drain on staffing
resources. Even distributing 30 devices per half hour consumed the energies of staff, as
each device was prepared, configured, and labeled prior to the student’s appointment.
Although the deployment pace is controlled in a manageable fashion, by limiting the
number of appointments per day and by opening appointments no earlier than one week
in advance, staff resources are consumed by preparations and questions from those who
hope to qualify and argue their case when they do not.
Another hidden cost has risen from faculty. Those quick to innovate with the devices
in the classroom learned with the first generation of devices that the ability to project a
presentation or simulation was severely limited. This limitation is lesser with the iPad2,
but does require the purchase of a projection adapter.
LIU intentionally distributed devices, first to students, and then to faculty. We knew
students would have little adjustment in using the iPad for communication and
information access. By seeding the devices among students, faculty adoption was
invigorated by device envy. Rogers’ innovation-adoption categories (2003) were clearly
defined among LIU faculty, and the next section provides evidence of such delineation.

The Range of Faculty Technology Adoption
As new freshmen and transfer-student deployment progressed, faculty were invited to
participate in our learning community. Academic leadership created a request for project
proposals and circulated the opportunity to all full-time faculty early in the first semester.
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Selection criteria included identification of courses, as well as academic experiences and
student populations with whom faculty would work on specified projects. Particular
emphasis was placed on pedagogical purposes and strategies, expected student-learning
outcomes, and a proposed assessment plan. Faculty development initiatives included
campus-based events for informal networking, user-group meetings, and presentations
at the university’s technology conference.
One challenge facing faculty was incorporating this new technology in a classroom
where some students had and some did not. Because the eligibility criteria limited
distribution to select categories of students, namely new students, and because
distribution was scaled, distribution among all class members was not the reality. Still,
successes were achieved. For example, one math professor reported success with using
the iPad to demonstrate complex visual representations of formulae and as a course
administration tool, bringing into a static classroom instant access to grades, attendance,
etc., but less useful as a calculating tool as one would have presumed (A. Borde, personal
communication, November 29, 2010). Art faculty found the device threatening at first,
but in time, engagement-inducing by providing quick references to terms and theories
in the classroom. User-group meetings with participating students, faculty, and staff,
were formed to bring commonality. The user group aided the institution in reaching a
critical mass by providing an opportunity for sharing of knowledge and interesting
experiences and community building.
How did our faculty adjust to the pedagogical shifts in learning? Grassroot movements
by both faculty and students interested in stepping further into app creation and
problem-solving surfaced. One student single-handedly moved the student newspaper
to a Flipbook format, and other inspired instructors worked collaboratively with their
students to adapt coursework to the device and to create applications. Perhaps the most
notable project incorporating the device was a Wi-Fi-mapping project for a graduate
environmental-science course. Students involved in the project measured campus wireless
signals. Their measurements and signal-strength analyses were synthesized into a signal
visualization map (see http://gis.liu.edu) in a class project.
As may be predicted, not all faculty were enthusiastic about the idea of Web-enabled
devices in their classrooms. Students clearly saw the benefits mobility added to their
academic life, citing affordances in studying, note-taking, and productivity. However,
some faculty refused to allow the devices in their classroom, complaining this merely
distracted students while providing them with limitless game play (DeSalvo, 2011).
What might the near future hold for the mobile institution? The e-text is the killer
app to come. Our students carry significant poundage in books on their backs.
Complaints about cost are tired and worn out. The evolution of mobile devices into the
educational landscape is transforming the world of academic publishing. Publishing
companies today are scrambling to catch up with technology, reinventing themselves
from content distributor to content provider and aggregator. They struggle against each
other in their aim to adapt and stay afloat in shifting tides. Some seek to attach claim
to portions of institutional technology fees, while others position themselves in the role
of device support to faculty and students in the form of bookstore with technological
support services. Yet others pursue novel ways to integrate content into proprietary
learning-management systems. While this industry remains adrift in an environment
where only a fraction of texts are converted to an electronic format, we await the
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maturation of technology providers, publishers, and educators. When more content
becomes available, and students develop their preference for reading and studying within
the e-text format, that will be the tipping point. Until then, faculty will remain in the
role of information gatherer, and students as shoppers for the best value from the best
source of information.

DIY DEPLOYMENT
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Relating the reader’s potential do-it-yourself deployment to this case study, one may
find similar parallels. Ours is a tuition-dependent institution impacted by the economic
challenges of the present day. Our students have launched their own mobile initiative
with ubiquitous access and mobile devices. We hoped to attract larger numbers of
students and leverage cloud computing to move away from traditional computing labs.
Through the lens of business-process improvement, we identified a gap between students’
expectation of computing resources on campus, declining enrollment, and the everincreasing complication of governmental compliance.
LIU’s mobile initiative was a move to provide the connectivity and mobility today’s
learners expect to find in higher education. We were amazed to find the power of a $500
device to motivate students to square away payment arrangements on a $10,000 bill.
However, manufacturer requirements can cripple a deployment, and teaching
philosophies distrustful of technological change may be antithetical to success. The
tablet that includes swipe technology appeals to millennials and mouse-inhibited users
alike. However, the focus of being a mobile institution should not be device-dependent
or brand-oriented. The journey is really about capitalizing on the natural evolution of
the Internet, and about bringing ownership and mobile access to those who may not
have been able to afford the original cost of a device. Today’s institutions must be agile,
nimble, and evolving similarly to students’ technological maturation.
The impact of a mobile initiative is likely to result in a blurring of traditional
boundaries between the academic setting and the rest of the world. Factors that facilitate
learning are less about the tools and more about interaction and relevance. Every teacher
has a different method for teaching, for discerning ways to connect students’
understanding to knowledge, for encouraging engagement and curiosity. From
chalkboard to green boards to whiteboards to the iPad, the tools will continue to evolve,
while the process of teaching remains the same. The offer of the device lent to students
the promise of access to rich information from scholarly sources, educational
applications, and communications on the go.
For the institution, the initiative reported on this chapter began as a recruitment tool.
To sustain a forward-thinking direction, we must use the momentum gained and direct
our strategy to retention through faculty development and student support. The
communication evolution that the Internet created and mobility enables is unstoppable.
As was witnessed during recent events of the Arab Spring, the Occupy movements, and
Russian and Egyptian election demonstrations, mobility is pervasive, because it provides
the individual with access to the world stage. Our students are already there, and it is
now time for institutions to prepare for that which they can no longer ignore.
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